
Creating Interactive Fiction  
with Twine 
Variables 

 



You can use variables in your interactive story for several reasons like keeping track of a character’s health 
points or an inventory management system so that when a character picks up an item you can keep track of 
what the character has for tools.  

Remember back to the simple story I started previously “Crazy Drive”.  
 

What I am going to do today is actually start a new beginning passage.  To do this, I am simply 
going to click the green +Passage button in the lower-right corner of my browser window. This will 
add a new “unattached” passage box to my story grid. 
Hover over the new passage and click the three dots and 
select “Start Story Here” from the menu that appears. 
I will click the edit pencil icon to edit the passage. 
I am going to title this passage, “Asleep”  
In this passage, I am going to write text about being 
startled awake by the alarm and say how many hours I 
have been asleep. I will end my text with the choices of 
going back to sleep or getting up. 

I want to start off with the number of  hours my character 
has been sleeping as 7 hours. 

I am going to create my variable.  On the first line I enter… 

(set: $hoursAsleep to 7) 

I hit return a couple of times and type: 
You are startled awake by the loud blaring of your alarm. Your alarm clock lets you know that 
you have been asleep for $hoursAsleep hours. You are filled with a great sense of relief and 
hapiness when it registers that it is Saturday morning. Do you... 
[[Turn the alarm off and go back to sleep | Go Back to Sleep]] 
[[get up | Start]] 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Create the Variable

Invoke the Variable

Reader sees 
this

Goes to this passage

Reader sees 
this

Goes to this passage

Note: See that the variable 
is created on the first line?  
This is important because 
the variable needs to be 
created or defined before it 
can be invoked or used.  If I 
had created the variable on 
say, line 15, after it has 
been invoked, it would not 
work.



Edit the original Start passage. Copy all of the contents by selecting the  all of the text and using 
Command+Copy on your keyboard.  Then, Edit the new Start passage and paste all of the contents in 
there.   
Go back to the Editor view and hover over the original Start passage and click the Delete trash can 
icon.  It will ask if you really want to do this. You do, so click Delete. 

Now you should notice that the original Start 
passage is gone, and your new one is connected 
to the Begin and Clean passages. 

Here is how the passage looks now when 
played:

Here is how the Editor view looks:

Notice that the choices read differently than how they 
were named. 

Notice that it didn’t connect the get up choice to the 
original Start passage. We’ll fix that next.



Next, I’ll click the edit icon while hovering over the “Go Back 
to Sleep” passage. 
Type: 
You are happy that even in your semi-
consciousness you can tell that you are going to fall 
back asleep. 
[[ Go Back to Sleep]]  
[[ Get up | Start]]  

When looking back at the Editor view notice that we’ve 
created a choice that is a loop. The reader can continue 
sleeping, in which they will keep seeing the same passage 
over and over, or they can decide to get up. 

Let’s say the reader hits the “Go back to Sleep “ choice repeatedly.  Let’s keep track of that and 
increase the number of hours they have been asleep by one each time they click that choice. 
Edit the “Go Back to Sleep” passage and enter the following a couple lines below the pre-existing 
text: 

Next, edit the “Start” passage.  We had some text there previously, but I am going to change some of 
it so it now makes more sense and I will invoke our $hoursAsleep variable here as well. 

You look at the alarm clock. You have now been sleeping for $hoursAsleep hours.  
As you get out of bed you notice that it is a beautiful Saturday morning.   
 
The entire passage looks like this: 
 

 

This is like saying x is equal to x + 1.  

Invoking our variable.



So now, I am going to view my story from the beginning. When I am at the “Go Back to Sleep” 
passage. I am going to hit that choice four times.  Then I am going to finally click the “Wake Up” 
choice.   
Below is how the “Start” passage now appears. 

Notice: I reads 11 hours. It 
kept track of the number of 
times we hit the sleep 
choice and added an hour 
to seven each time.


